A flexible Zn-MOF with rare underlying scu topology for effective separation of C6 alkane isomers
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ABSTRACT: Adsorptive separation by porous solids provides an energy efficient alternative for the purification of important chemical species compared to energy intensive distillations. Particularly, the separation of linear hexane isomers from its branched counterparts is crucial to produce premium grade gasoline with high research octane number (RON). Herein, we report the synthesis of a new, flexible zinc-based metal-organic framework, \([\text{Zn}_5(\mu_3-\text{OH})_2(\text{adtb})_2(H_2\text{O})_5\cdot5\text{DMA}]\) (Zn-adtb), constructed from a butterfly shaped carboxylate linker with underlying 4,8-connected scu topology capable of separating the C6 isomers nHEX, 3MP and 23DMB. The sorbate-sorbent interactions and separation mechanism were investigated and analyzed through in-situ FTIR, solid state NMR measurements and computational modeling. These studies reveal that Zn-adtb discriminates the nHEX/3MP isomer pair through a kinetic separation mechanism and the nHEX/23DMB isomer pair through a molecular sieving mechanism. Column breakthrough measurements further demonstrate the efficient separation of linear nHEX from the mono- and di- branched isomers.

INTRODUCTION

Chemical separation of small hydrocarbons is crucial to society as it provides critical chemical precursors to produce widely demanded commodities such as polymers, plastics, and gasoline. Within the petrochemical industry, C6 isomers are of particular interest because they play a key role in controlling the overall quality of gasoline. The catalytic isomerization reactions used on distilled naphtha streams obtained from the oil refinement processes of crude petroleum produce a mixture of C5 and C6 isomers. These isomers are used as ingredients in gasoline, however, to produce premium grade quality gasoline, it is important that the additives and contents of the gasoline have high research octane number (RON). The three C6 isomers, linear n-hexane (nHEX), single branched 3-methylpentane (3MP) and di-branched 2,3 dimethylbutane (23DMB) have RON values of 30, 74.5 and 101.7, respectively. For aliphatic hydrocarbons, the RON values typically increase with the degree of branching for the isomers. Therefore, to produce premium grade quality gasoline it is imperative to separate the linear isomer from its branched relatives. However, the separation of C6 isomer mixtures is challenging by virtue of their similar chemical and physical properties. Currently, the separation of nHEX from its branched isomers is achieved through energy intensive heat-driven distillation. In this purification process, crude naphtha mixtures are heated to temperatures ranging from 35-200 °C and distillates are collected in large distillation towers. However, the similarity in physical boiling point of these isomers sometimes requires multiple distillations to provide isomers of high enough purity. As an alternative to heat-driven distillation, adsorptive separation with porous solids provides a more energetically efficient route for the
purification of C6 isomers. However, the separation of these aliphatic isomers with sorbent materials remains challenging because their chemical properties and kinetic diameters are quite similar. These similarities complicate sorbent-based chemical separation techniques that rely either on a thermodynamic mechanism that is governed by the adsorbate-adsorbent interactions, a kinetic based separation mechanism that is governed by adsorption kinetics, or a molecular sieving mechanism that is based on the size exclusion. Currently, the only commercialized solid adsorbent material in use for the separation of C6 isomers is zeolite 5A and serves only as a supplement to the resulting distillates of naphtha from heat-driven distillation partly because of its drawbacks such as low nHEX uptake amounts and poor functionalizability. These limitations of zeolite 5A prompt researchers to continue the search for solid sorbent materials with higher uptake capacities and better selectively.

Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) have been extensively studied for gas storage, separation, catalysis, conductivity, luminescence sensing, and lighting applications because of their permanent porosity and ease of tunability with regards to their pore shape, size, and chemistry. The facile functionalization of MOFs makes them versatile and attractive materials for numerous applications. The versatility of MOFs stems from the individual components used to synthesize this class of materials. MOFs are porous, crystalline materials constructed from inorganic primary building units (PBU)s or secondary building units (SBUs) strut together by organic linkers through coordinative bonds to produce 3D, extended networks. With practically unlimited combinations of metal ions and organic linkers it is easy to understand their versatile nature. The separation of hydrocarbons ranging from C2 to C8 through solid sorbent materials has seen extensively explored in the past decade. Researchers have sought to develop materials that no longer rely on thermodynamic and kinetic separations and instead make use of the ideal, extreme case scenario of kinetic separation, namely full molecular size exclusion, where only one isomer can enter the pore of a sorbent material while other isomers are too large to enter the pore aperture, thus providing the highest separation selectivity. Materials for the separation of isomers through a molecular sieving effect for C6 isomers are quite rare. Currently, there are only four MOFs reported for the molecular sieving of C6 isomers.

Herein, we present a new, flexible three-dimensional (3D) MOF [Zn₃((μ3-OH)₂(adtb)₂(H₂O)₂·5DMA] (1), denoted as Zn-adtb (H₄adtb=4,4’,4”,4’”-(anthracene-9,10-diylidenebis(methanediylidyline))tetra benzoic acid) constructed from a butterfly shaped and highly distorted organic linker. Zn-adtb crystallizes in a reported, yet rare scu topology for Zn-based MOFs. It is capable of selectively discriminating and separating C6 alkane isomers. At 300 K, it selectively adsorbs ~120 mg/mmol of nHEX but only 20 mg/mmol of the single branched isomer 3MP and 5 mg/mmol of the di-branched isomer 23 DMB. The mechanism of separation was revealed to be kinetic based separation for nHEX/3MP and molecular sieving for nHEX/23DMB through computational modeling and in-situ FTIR and solid state NMR measurements. Furthermore, the separation efficiency of the Zn-adtb was confirmed with breakthrough experiments using an equimolar ternary mixture of C6 isomers.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Materials**

All general reagents and solvents were obtained from commercially available sources and used without further purification unless specifically mentioned. The organic linker and precursors were synthesized following previously published literature with minor modifications. Detailed synthesis conditions may be found in the electronic supplementary information (ESI).

**Synthesis of Zn-adtb (1)**

Zinc(II) nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO₃)₂·6 H₂O, 32 mg, 0.11 mmol) was ultrasonically dissolved in 2 mL of N’N Dimethylacetamide (DMA) until a clear solution was formed. After which, 1 mL of distilled water was added to the reaction solution. Lastly, H₄adtb (30 mg, 0.044 mmol) was then added to the solution and sonicated for 5 minutes before being placed in a preheated oven at 373 K. After 48 hours, the clear, rod shaped single crystals were collected after being filtrated and washed thoroughly with DMA (Figure S1). Approximately 20 mg (40.13% yield based on Zn) of Zn-adtb crystal sample was obtained.

**Sample Activation**

Approximately 100 mg of 1 was washed 5 times with 20 mL portions of DMA, Dichloromethane (DCM) and then bulk n-hexanes, each. Samples were not allowed to dry during the DCM solvent exchange steps. Lastly, the sample was activated under dynamic vacuum for 8 hours at 373 K.

**Characterization**

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) measurements were obtained from 3-40° (2θ) with a scan speed of 1° min⁻¹ using a copper kα radiation source (λ = 1.5406 Å) using a Rigaku Ultima-IV X-ray diffractometer at room temperature. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was collected by loading ~10 mg of a sample on a platinum pan with a heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ from room temperature to 700 °C on a TA instruments Q5000IR analyzer under a constant flow of nitrogen and sample purge rate of 10 ml/min and 12 ml/min, respectively. Carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms were collected at 195 K on a Micromeritics 3Flex adsorption analyzer. Prior to isotherm measurements, ~100 mg of Zn-adtb was solvent exchanged (see sample activation section) and heated to 100 °C under a dynamic vacuum for 12 hours. Proton NMR of the organic linkers and their
precursors were obtained from a 300 MHz Oxford NMR.

**Adsorption Experiments**

Single component isotherms and adsorption rates for nHEX, 3MP and 23DMB were collected in a homemade gravimetric adsorption analyzer modified from a TGA Q50 (TA instruments). The bubbler containing the hydrocarbon ran ultra-high purity N\textsubscript{2} as the carrier gas. The partial pressure of the specific C6 hydrocarbon isomer was adjusted by controlling the ratio of pure N\textsubscript{2} gas and the N\textsubscript{2} gas that was saturated with the C6 isomer for the experiment. Approximately 20 mg of Zn-adtb was activated under a constant N\textsubscript{2} flow for 4 hours at 373 K. Adsorbed amounts of individual hydrocarbons were monitored by weight changes in the sample and continuously monitored throughout the experiments. Kinetic adsorption rates were collected at their specified temperatures for approximately 1 to 2 hours.

**Solid State NMR Experiments**

Solid-state NMR studies of the as-made MOF with and without added DMA were acquired on a 9.4 T Bruker Avance III spectrometer equipped with a Bruker 3.2 mm HXY probe tuned to HCN, with a frequency of 400.203 MHz for 1H and 100.640 MHz for 13C. All spectra were acquired at 25°C and 20 kHz MAS. For all experiments the 1H 90° pulse length was 2.55 µs and the 13C 90° pulse length was 4.00 µs. CP experiments were acquired with 4096 scans, with a 2 s recycle delay and either 0.1 or 2 ms contact time. 1H spectra were acquired with 4 scans each with a recycle delay of 5 s. 13C HETCOR spectra were acquired with 64 points in the indirect dimension with a dwell time of 8 µs, with 512 scans per increment, a recycle delay of 4 s, and a contact time of 2 ms. Solid-state NMR studies of the activated and C6 isomer-loaded samples were acquired on a 14.1 T Bruker Avance III spectrometer equipped with an HXYD 1.6 mm Phoenix probe tuned to HC double resonance mode, with a frequency of 599.684 MHz for 1H and 150.797 MHz for 13C. Spectra were acquired at 20°C and at either 15 or 20 kHz MAS. A 90° pulse length of 1.459 µs was used for 1H and 2.040 µs for 13C. 1H 1D spectra were acquired with 4 scans and a recycle delay of 2.5 s. CP experiments were acquired with 4096 scans, a recycle delay of 2 s, and 2 ms contact time. 13C HETCOR spectra were acquired with 64 pts in the indirect dimension with a dwell time of 5.333 µs, with 128, 256, or 400 scans per increment, a recycle delay of 2 s, and a contact time of 2
Figure 1. Crystal structure of compound 1 (a) The entanuclear eight connected secondary building unit (SBU) of 1. (b) The organic linker H₄adtb in a front and side view. (c-e) The perspective view of structure 1 along the crystallographic a-, b- and c-axis, respectively. (f) The topological breakdown of 1 depicting the overall 4,8 connected scu topology. (g) Schematic representation of the interconnected pore system within 1 running in the direction of the crystallographic a-axis.

ms. For all samples, chemical shifts were referenced to adamantane (13C downfield peak 38.48 ppm, 1H resonance 1.74 ppm). The magic angle was set with KBr by maximizing the magnitude of the 1st order spinning sideband of 79Br. 1D spectra were processed using TopSpin version 3.6.1 and 2D spectra were processed with NMRPipe and CCPN Analysis. Samples run on the 9.4 T Bruker spectrometer were packed into 3.2 mm Bruker reduced volume zirconia rotors (Cortecnet, Paris-Saclay, France). Samples run on the 14.1 T Bruker spectrometer were packed into 1.6 mm zirconia rotors (Phoenix NMR, Loveland, CO). All samples were packed in air at room temperature. In order to add DMA, n-hexane, or 3-methylpentane to the rotors, the cap was removed and 4 µL or 10 µL of the desired solvent was added via pipette to the 1.6 mm and 3.2 mm rotors respectively, before being quickly recapped. The rotors were allowed to equilibrate for several hours or overnight before being placed into the spectrometer for data acquisition.

Breakthrough Experiments
Column breakthrough measurement was performed with a lab-scale fix-bed reactor at 30 °C. 0.65 g of sample 1 was packed into a quartz column (4.0 mm I.D. x300 mm) with silane treated glass wool filling the void space. A nitrogen flow (5 mL min⁻¹) was used to purge the adsorbent. The powder sample
was activated at 100 °C for 6 hours and the flow of nitrogen was then turned off while another dry nitrogen flow at a rate of 1 mL/min was bubbled through a mixture of hexane isomers according to the following volumes (the volumes were determined through trial and error and calculated by GC: the experiment was run without any sample and the vapor phase ratios were optimized to an equimolar mixture): 6.12 mL of nHEX, 4.36 mL of 3MP, and 2.89 mL of 23DMB for nHEX/3MP/23DMB ternary mixture (partial pressure of each component is 50 torr). The effluent from the column was monitored using an online GC equipped with HP-PONA column and FID.

### Table 1. Single Crystal Data for Zn-adtb

**In-Situ FTIR Measurements**

In situ IR measurements were performed on a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer using a liquid N2-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT-A) detector. A vacuum cell is placed in the sample compartment of the infrared spectrometer with the sample at the focal point of the beam. The sample (~5 mg) were gently pressed onto KBr pellet and placed into a cell that is connected to a vacuum line for evacuation. The sample were activated by evacuation overnight at 30 °C for C6 alkane isomer vapor exposure measurement. After each exposure, the sample was evacuated under vacuum overnight for regeneration.

### Computational Modeling

First-principles density functional theory calculations with the van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF1)\(^{48-51}\) were performed to assess the interactions between C6 alkanes and the Zn-MOF using the VASP code.\(^{52-53}\) The plane-wave cutoff was set to 500 eV and projected augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were used. Due to the large unit cell size with 684 atoms, only the Γ-point was sampled. We used a fully crystalline model of the MOF with periodic boundary conditions. The convergence criteria were set to 10-6 eV and 10-2 eV/Å for energies and forces, respectively. Binding energies were calculated as the difference between the energies of the fragments (C6 isomers + empty MOF) and the loaded MOF.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### Structural Analysis

Single crystal analysis of the rod-shaped single crystals reveal that Zn-adtb crystallizes in the orthorhombic crystal system, space group Pbcn. The framework contains a discrete inorganic secondary building unit (SBU) composed of a pentanuclear Zn cluster with the molecular formula [Zn\(_5\)(μ\(^3\)-OH)\(_2\)(COO)\(_3\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_4\)] (Figure 1, Table 1). Within the SBU, there are a total of three crystallographic unique Zn atoms, Zn\(_1\), Zn\(_2\) and Zn\(_3\). Out of the five Zn atoms in the SBU, there are two 5-coordinated Zn\(_1\) atoms with 4 bonds to organic linkers and one bond to a μ\(^3\)-O that bridges to the nearest Zn atom. Additionally, there are two Zn\(_2\) atoms that possess a 6-coordinated environment with 3 bonds to organic linkers, one bond to a μ\(^3\)-O and the remaining two bonds to two terminal water molecules. Lastly, there is a single Zn\(_3\) atom with a 6-coordinated environment where 4 bonds pertain to the organic linker and two bonds to μ\(^3\)-O. Every pentanuclear cluster is coordinated to eight individual organic linkers. The organic linker H\(_4\)adtb takes on a bowl-shaped, highly distorted geometry (Figure 1b) and each of its four carboxylate groups coordinate to a different Zn cluster, resulting in a 3D extended network (Figure 1c, d, e). The organic linkers in the structure are overall 4-connected and topological analysis with TOPOS reveals that Zn-adtb packs in the (4,8) - connected scu topology with the Schläfli symbol \{4\(^6\)·6\(^2\}\}\{4\(^4\)·6\(^2\}\} (Figure 1f). However, late-transition metal and post-transition metal (such as Cu\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\)) based MOFs featuring scu topology have been rarely reported (Table S1). Furthermore, each inorganic SBU contains a total of 4 terminally coordinated water molecules that point directly into the resulting 1D channel along the a-axis of the structure (Figure 1g). Despite the differences in the metal of the inorganic SBU, the pentanuclear Zn cluster in Zn-adtb and hexanuclear Zr cluster in Zr-abtc have the same overall connectivity resulting in the same topology. Previous work has shown the effectiveness of Zr-abtc, a 4,8 connected MOF with scu topology, for the separation of 3MP from 23 DMB; however, the 1D channel is large enough to accommodate nHEX, 3MP and 23DMB. Thus, separation of the two isomers occurs via a thermodynamic based mechanism.\(^{42}\) While the overall topology of the two structures is the same, and both contain 1D open channels, the pore structures in Zn-adtb and Zr-abtc are quite different. In Zr-abtc, the structure is formed by a relatively planar tetratropic linker H\(_4\)abtc (3,3',5,5'-azobenzene-tetracarboxylate) that bridges nearby Zr-nodes. The planarity of the organic linker limits the linkers protrusion into the pore aperture of the structure. However, in Zn-adtb, the highly bent and distorted butterfly linker H\(_4\)adtb takes on a bowl-shaped geometry that allows the backbone of the organic linker to protrude into the pore aperture of the structure. The effect of this protrusion reflects as a reduction in both the pore aperture and BET surface area of the material. This overall reduction in pore size led us to believe that the material may be feasible as an adsorbent for the separation of C6 isomers or alkane isomers with shorter chain length. Indeed, Zn-adtb demonstrates clear separation of the linear nHEX isomer from the mono- and di-branched isomers via kinetic or size exclusion mechanisms with high uptake capacity for the linear nHEX isomer.
Stability, Porosity and Structural Transformation

The bulk phase purity of Zn-adtb was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis where the diffraction pattern of the as-made Zn-adtb matches well with the simulated pattern (Figure 2a). The permanent porosity of Zn-adtb was estimated using CO$_2$ absorption isotherm data since this material displays essentially no N$_2$ uptake at 77K. Activation was accomplished by thoroughly washing the as-made sample with DMA and solvent exchanging with dichloromethane (DCM) then by bulk n-hexanes according to a previously published technique,$^{54}$ followed by activation at 373 K.

Figure 2. (a) The PXRD patterns of simulated, as-made and solvent exchanged Zn-adtb depicting the structural changes that occur through each step. (b) The nHEX, 3MP and 23 DMB adsorption isotherms at 30 °C. (c) The adsorption rates of nHEX, 3MP and 23 DMB at 30 °C.

under vacuum for 8 hours. CO$_2$ isotherms show a typical type I isotherm with no hysteresis and an uptake amount of approximately 120 cm$^3$/g of CO$_2$ at 195 K (Figure S2). From the CO$_2$ adsorption isotherms, we can obtain the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of ~273 m$^2$/g, which deviates from the theoretical BET surface area of 388 m$^2$/g from the crystal structure. The experimental and theoretical BET surface areas do not match well because upon solvent exchange and activation Zn-adtb undergoes a structural transformation as seen from the PXRD patterns (Figure 2a and Figure S3). The discrepancy between the theoretical calculations and experimental values occurs because the calculations for the porosity of a material assume that the material is rigid and does not undergo structural changes during activation. We then explored the thermal stability of Zn-adtb through thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). The results show that both the as-made Zn-adtb and the
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 Adsorption and desorption of material we performed multiple cycles of adsorption interactions. To assess the recyclability of this (Figure S9). The small uptake amounts of 23DMB separation for the much larger dibranched isomer of temperature, suggesting a molecular sieving uptake capacity that does not increase as a function of temperature. For 23DMB, the rate curves show low diffusivity of 3MP increases as a function of temperature increases and does not display diffusion-based restrictions. On the other hand, the uptake amount of 3MP increases from 10 mg/g to 15 mg/g to 25 mg/g as the temperature increases from 30 °C to 60 °C to 90 °C, respectively without reaching equilibrium (Figure S8). This behavior is typical of a kinetic based separation mechanism as the diffusivity of 3MP increases as a function of temperature. For 23DMB, the rate curves show low uptake capacity that does not increase as a function of temperature, suggesting a molecular sieving separation for the much larger dibranched isomer (Figure S9). The small uptake amounts of 23DMB may be attributed to either defect or surface-based interactions. To assess the recyclability of this material we performed multiple cycles of adsorption and desorption of nHEX using the same sample. As seen in Figures S10 and S11, there is no depreciable decrease in uptake amount of nHEX even after 6 cycles.

**Breakthrough Experiments**

In the forgoing section we have investigated the adsorption of C6 alkane isomers by Zn-adtb by single component adsorption isotherm and adsorption kinetics experiments. The results reveal that Zn-adtb shows distinct adsorption behavior to hexane isomers with different branching: it adsorbs substantial amount of nHEX but negligible uptake of its mono- and di-branched isomers under identical conditions, as a result of its restricted pore dimensions. To further evaluate the separation capability of Zn-adtb under real-world conditions, we carried column breakthrough measurements with a 1:1:1 ternary mixture of nHEX, 3MP, and 23DMB at 30 °C. It can be seen from the breakthrough curve that the MOF material exhibits a clear separation of nHEX from its branched isomers 3MP and 23DMB. 23DMB eluted immediately out from the column at the beginning of the measurements, followed by 3MP, consistent with their negligible uptake amounts in the single component adsorption isotherms. In contrast, nHEX was retained in the column for ~30 minutes before it broke out. These results suggest that Zn-adtb represents another and rare MOF adsorbents that is capable of full separation of linear C6 isomer from the branched ones.13, 42-43

**Solid State NMR**

**Discussions**

**In-situ FTIR Analysis**

To examine the interaction between these C6 isomers and Zn-adtb, we have employed in situ infrared spectroscopy to measure the loading of C6 isomers and the response of Zn-adtb’s vibrational modes. As shown in the difference spectra of Figure 4b, the adsorption of C6 isomers is typified by their characteristic hydrocarbon stretching bands v(-CH3, CH2) at 3000-2800 cm⁻¹. Meanwhile, we see clear perturbation of the bands associated with middle phenyl ring including CC stretching, CH in-plane and out-of-plane deformation as well as stretching and

---

**Figure 3.** The breakthrough curves using an equimolar ternary mixture of nHEX, 3MP and 23DMB at 30 °C.

---

- nHEX, 3MP and 23DMB
- 23 DMB
- 3 MP
- nHEX
bending vibrations of water, pointing to their interaction with loaded C6 isomers and the terminal water. The most pronounced perturbation occurs upon loading n-HEX, which is consistent with our following calculation that shows that nHEX binds most strongly inside Zn-adtb.

**Computational Modeling**

Various C6 alkanes were loaded in the pore site and their binding energies were calculated. We find that the binding strength is inversely related to the kinetic diameter of the C6 alkanes. The strongest binding is found for the linear isomer nHEX, closely followed by the monobranch 3MP. Additionally, moderate binding energy is calculated for the dibranched alkanes 22DMB and 23DMB. The large size of the unit cell prohibits the use of transition-state calculations. To mimic an approximate transition state and find the corresponding energy barrier, we calculated the energy for a configuration where the H2O is at the aperture of the MOF pore (closing off a significant portion of the chamber) and compare it with a configuration where the H2O is in the pore. Using this approach, for nHEX we find an estimated diffusion barrier of 0.15 eV, easily overcome at room temperature and suggesting that nHEX can easily diffuse through the MOF network. However, 3MP faces substantial opposition at the aperture with an estimated diffusion barrier of 0.45 eV, resulting in a significant reduction in uptake compared to nHEX. Finally, for the di-branched isomers 22DMB and 23DMB—due to their large kinetic diameters—we find that they cannot pass through the aperture.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized a new Zn-based MOF with a bowl-shaped butterfly linker. The microporous structure packs in a (4,8) – connected extended network with scu topology, a rare topology for Zn-based MOFs. Single component isotherms and adsorption rates of C6 alkane isomers reveal that at room temperature Zn-adtb demonstrates efficient separation of the linear nHEX from the mono- and di-branched 3MP and 23DMB isomers, respectively. The uptake amounts for nHEX, 3MP and 23 DMB from the adsorption rates at room temperature are 120 mg/g, 20 mg/g and 5 mg/g, respectively. Our columns breakthrough experiments demonstrate the efficient separation of the linear from branched isomers with breakthrough times of 2 minutes, 8 minutes and 31 minutes for nHEX, 3MP and 23DMB, respectively. Our computational modeling and in-situ FTIR measurements reveal that

![Figure 4.](image-url)
the separation mechanism for nHEX/3MP occurs through a kinetic separation mechanism where the large diffusion barrier of 3MP through the pore aperture results in an appreciable decrease in diffusivity of 3MP in the material. However, the separation mechanism for nHEX/23DMB follows molecular sieving whereby the kinetic diameter of 23 DMB is too large to diffuse through the pore aperture of the MOF.
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